Vocabulary from “Harrison Bergeron”

Vigilance alert attention; watchfulness
Handicap something that makes you equal to others
Unceasing unending; non-stopping
Clammy covered with a sticky, cold moisture
Bandits bad guys; thieves
Burdened bothered by; weighed down by
Vague not clear; hazy
Winced to make a facial expression showing pain
Impediment an obstacle; a barrier
Luminous something that is light and bright
Squawk sound of a bird
Calibrated measured by; marked with measurements
Whanging bothersome; very bad or irritatingly annoying
Hindrance something that interferes with an activity
Symmetry a similarity or balance between things
Consternation confused amazement or fear
Cower to cringe or draw back in fear
Synchronize to match with timing of something
Rivet a bullet or bullet shaped object
Doozy very painful